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ETS Official Guide to the GRE Revised General Test 3rd Edition Book Review By Chris Lele on August 24, in Book
Reviews The ETS, also known as the maker of the GRE, released its newest ETS GRE book-the 2nd edition-back in

Use in admissions[ edit ] This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this
article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. February
Learn how and when to remove this template message Many graduate schools in the United States require
GRE results as part of the admissions process. In addition to GRE scores, admission to graduate schools
depends on several other factors, such as GPA, letters of recommendation, and statements of purpose. Some
schools use the GRE in admissions decisions, but not in funding decisions; others use it for selection of
scholarship and fellowship candidates, but not for admissions. In some cases, the GRE may be a general
requirement for graduate admissions imposed by the university, while particular departments may not consider
the scores at all. In some cases programs have hard cut off requirements for the GRE; for example, the Yale
Economics PhD program requires a minimum quantitative score of to apply. The length of each exam is
minutes. Business schools commonly use the test as one of many selection criteria for admission into an MBA
program. Policies varied widely for several years. However, as of the â€” admissions season, most business
schools accept both tests equally. The primary issue on which business school test acceptance policies vary is
in how old a GRE or GMAT score can be before it is no longer accepted. The standard is that scores cannot be
more than 5 years old e. Preparation[ edit ] A variety of resources are available for those wishing to prepare
for the GRE. ETS provides preparation software called PowerPrep, which contains two practice tests of retired
questions, as well as further practice questions and review material. Since the software replicates both the test
format and the questions used, it can be useful to predict the actual GRE scores. ETS does not license their
past questions to any other company, making them the only source for official retired material. Several
companies provide courses, books, and other unofficial preparation materials. Some students taking the GRE
use a test preparation company. Students who do not use these courses often rely on material from university
text books, GRE preparation books, sample tests, and free web resources. Testing locations[ edit ] While the
general and subject tests are held at many undergraduate institutions, the computer-based general test is only
held at test centers with appropriate technological accommodations. In the United States, students in major
cities or from large universities will usually find a nearby test center, while those in more isolated areas may
have to travel a few hours to an urban or university location. Many industrialized countries also have test
centers, but at times test-takers must cross country borders. The correlation between GRE score and graduate
school completion rates ranged from. Correlations with faculty ratings ranged from. By contrast, standard
testing methods may discourage students by giving them more difficult items earlier on. Critics have also
stated that the computer-adaptive method of placing more weight on the first several questions is biased
against test takers who typically perform poorly at the beginning of a test due to stress or confusion before
becoming more comfortable as the exam continues. In , The Journal of Blacks in Higher Education noted that
the mean score for black test-takers in was on the verbal section, on the quantitative section, and on the
analytic, while white test-takers averaged , , and , respectively. Robert Sternberg now of Oklahoma State
Universityâ€”Stillwater ; working at Yale University at the time of the study , a long-time critic of modern
intelligence testing in general, found the GRE general test was weakly predictive of success in graduate
studies in psychology. A correlation coefficient is sensitive to the range sampled for the test. Validity
coefficients range from. However, this correlation is only in the high tens to low twenties. Graduate schools
may be placing too much importance on standardized tests rather than on factors that more fully account for
graduate school success, such as prior research experience, GPAs, or work experience. While graduate schools
do consider these areas, many times schools will not consider applicants that score below a current score of
roughly prior score. Kaplan and Saccuzzo also state that "the GRE predict[s] neither clinical skill nor even the
ability to solve real-world problems" p. Historical susceptibility to cheating[ edit ] In May , Kaplan, Inc
warned ETS, in hearings before a New York legislative committee, that the small question pool available to
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the computer-adaptive test made it vulnerable to cheating. ETS assured investigators that it was using multiple
sets of questions and that the test was secure. This was later discovered to be incorrect. Kaplan, Inc for
identifying the security problem. However, on December 31, ETS sued Kaplan, Inc for violation of a federal
electronic communications privacy act, copyright laws, breach of contract, fraud, and a confidentiality
agreement signed by test-takers on test day. Additionally, in , the scoring algorithm for the computer-adaptive
form of the GRE was discovered to be insecure. To preserve the integrity of scores, ETS revised its scoring
and uses a more sophisticated scoring algorithm. Planned changes for the revised GRE included a longer
testing time, a departure from computer-adaptive testing, a new grading scale, and an enhanced focus on
reasoning skills and critical thinking for both the quantitative and qualitative sections. The ETS stated,
however, that they do plan "to implement many of the planned test content improvements in the future",
although specific details regarding those changes were not initially announced. The changes mostly centered
on "fill in the blank" type answers for the mathematics section that requires the test-taker to fill in the blank
directly, without being able to choose from a multiple choice list of answers. ETS announced plans to
introduce two of these new types of questions in each quantitative section, while the majority of questions
would be presented in the regular format. The revised GRE is said to be better by design and gives better test
taking experience. The new types of questions in the revised pattern are supposed to test the skills needed in
graduate and business schools programs. For a number of years before October , the GRE had a separate
Analytical Ability section which tested candidates on logical and analytical reasoning abilities. This section
was replaced by the Analytical Writing Assessment.
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Chapter 2 : Best GRE Prep Books: Get the Best GRE Books with GREPrepClub
The Official Guide to the GRE, 3rd Edition is barely revised from the 2nd edition. 4 out of the first 7 chapters are exactly
the same, as are the 2 (paper) practice tests included in the book. It includes real GRE questions, and 57 additional
math exercises.

These are for the most studious of test-takers who want every last advantage on the GRE. You can use all of
the Quantitative Reasoning questions from this GRE practice test; however, be aware that these questions
focus less on data interpretation and real-life scenarios than current GRE Quantitative Reasoning questions.
The Verbal Reasoning section has undergone a more substantive change, which means not all the questions
from this old GRE practice test pdf are useful for current GRE Verbal studying. Specifically, only the
following questions should still be used for Verbal Reasoning practice: An example of this second type of
question is the double-blank sentence completion questions on this test. While these questions are asked on the
current GRE, the answer choice format on the practice test 5 multiple-choice answers that pair up possible
word choices for the double-blanks is different from the current GRE, which gives multiple answer choices to
choose from for each word blank. Your computer does have to be a little more modern than this one, though.
You may only take each test one time per purchase and your access to the test and your results expires after 90
days. In addition to containing all-new adaptive practice tests and giving you a score and the correct answers
to the Verbal and Quantitative questions like the free PowerPrep program, PowerPrep Plus has two other
benefits: As the only other adaptive official practice tests besides regular PowerPrep, the PowerPrep Plus tests
might be good additional practice for students who want to hone their adaptive test-taking skills. And if you
can manage to pool resources with a few friends, you can try to mine the tests for extra questions by taking
each practice test three more times once getting all questions wrong, once getting all of them right, and once
getting them half wrong and half right and seeing what new questions pop up in the second Verbal and
Quantitative sections. Want to improve your GRE score by 7 points? Built by world-class instructors with
99th percentile GRE scores , the program learns your strengths and weaknesses through machine learning data
science, then customizes your prep program to you so you get the most effective prep possible. Try our 5-day
full access trial for free: Get a great GRE score. You can purchase additional ScoreItNow! According to an
email communication I had with their support staff, ScoreItNow! In theory, you could purchase this service
once and use it in conjunction with PowerPrep Online for the ultimate realistic GRE practice test experience:
The first time you buy the ScoreItNow! There are 25 questions per section on the paper-based GRE, but only
20 on the computer-based GRE; there are also 5 minutes more per verbal and quantitative section on the
paper-based GRE. This is all important information that you can then combat with a solid study plan, building
up stamina and being mindful of your tendencies. You can then compare how many questions you answered
correctly with extra time vs. Review Your Answers This means not just going over the test, seeing which
questions you got wrong, and dismissing them, but digging into why you got the question wrong. Keep a list
of all the questions you get wrong, along with why you got them wrong, in a notebook or a file on your
computer to study from. What other options are there for GRE study material, other than official practice
tests? How important is knowing vocabulary to your GRE score? Related Ready to improve your GRE score
by 7 points? Download it for free now: She scored 99 percentile scores on the SAT and GRE and loves
advising students on how to excel and fulfill their college and grad school dreams.
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Chapter 3 : All 6 Free Official GRE Practice Tests + How to Use Them â€¢ PrepScholar GRE
Find great deals for The Official Guide to the GRE General Test, Third Edition by Educational Testing Service (,
Paperback). Shop with confidence on eBay!

Although it is the exact copy of the previous version but now it has 2 practice tests. The old edition had just
one. I say this because the GRE test makers design all the questions in this guide â€” hence it is the closest
you can get to the actual GRE questions before your exam. If you are buying the paper back version of the
official guide you will get a practice CD which has 2 adaptive tests. These tests are different from the ones on
the official guide which means you get to practice 4 new official GRE practice tests. For those of you who buy
the online version do not need to worry about the CD since you can download the free power prep software
from the ETS site. This contains the same tests as those in the CD. Nothing great except for the practice tests I
would outrightly say that apart from the practice tests this book is not great. It makes sense as well since ETS
does not make revenue from writing books, solutions or explanations. You must buy this book for its practice
questions though but not for your basic GRE preparation. Once you complete your prep you can then practice
questions and tests from the official guide. The Quant section This consists of two portions: As far as brushing
up the basics are concerned, it lacks the depth of understanding required by most GRE test takers. Such
concepts have not been a part of any major GRE book in the market. Therefore the official guide ensures that
you have covered everything that is likely to be tested on the GRE. Doing just these practice questions will not
prepare you for the GRE. Moreover the explanations are superficial and most of the times the author assumes
too many things for a beginners liking. This book must only be used as a supplement for your GRE
preparation. The Verbal section Again it has the same layout and pattern as I discussed for the math section
above. I feel that there are not many practice questions on the verbal section of the official guide â€” doing
well on verbal requires one to learn a lot of new words and go through a plethora of reading comprehensions.
But the range and quantity of questions is scarce. Good thing is that you get a fair enough idea of the level of
difficulty for the comprehensions and some important vocabulary that you may see on the test day. Going
through this guide will ensure you read and do the right type of questions by filtering your sources. Bottom
Line For me this is an excellent resource for practicing what you have learned while preparing for the GRE.
But do not use it as the only source for you preparation â€” this book should be done days before your test.
The quality of questions and practice tests is extremely good and it will prepare you for the GRE exam in a
simple and traditional manner.
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Chapter 4 : Graduate Record Examinations - Wikipedia
This 2-book comboâ€”Official GRE Verbal Reasoning Practice Questions Volume 1, Second Edition, and Official GRE
Quantitative Reasoning Practice Questions Volume 1, Second Editionâ€”allows test takers to do their best on test day
and save money in the process.

Online Courses Best GRE books â€” While embarking on the arduous journey from GRE exam prep to good
universities and colleges, you should make sure that your travel bag contains the best GRE guidebooks that
money can buy. They will show you the best routes and give you tips that will help you stay on track. But
first, from the big list of GRE prep guides available, how do you choose the one most suitable to you? Decide
what learning style will suit you best: See how much time is available to you for preparation. If time is short,
go for an e-guide. If you have plenty of time, go for a detailed study guide. Visit a bookstore and spend some
time going through the various guides. Look for a complete mock test in your guide. Buy a second or a third
guide that focuses on your area or areas of concern, particularly if your first guide was a general prep guide.
After study, take the computer adaptive tests of the ETS. Some books are better for self-study, and some
books are ideal as a follow-up for test-takers who have already attended live prep classes. Take an online
course if you cannot attend live classes, as it offers flexibility. It is a good idea to start your GRE preparation
with this guide that includes six math books and two verbal books. Each of the eight books is dedicated to a
topical area of the testâ€”algebra; fractions, decimals and percents; geometry; number properties; word
problems; quantitative comparisons and data interpretation; reading comprehension and essays; and text
completion and sentence equivalence. At the end of each book, three sets of practice questions are arranged by
the level of difficultyâ€”easy, medium, and hard. It is a great book to learn GRE concepts and techniques and
apply them to some really good questions. Explanations of concepts and questions are clear. The verbal books
give you sound techniques and good reading practice and techniques. Because of the vast amount of
information in these eight guides, they are not useful for those who hope to do it all in the last minute. The six
math guides teach you well but do not contain many difficult questions that prepare you for excellence. In the
two verbal guides, the questions on text completions and sentence equivalence depend on hard vocabulary
rather than the difficult structures that the GRE demands. It is the only official guide available for the test and
is called the authoritative guide to the GRE for a good reason. It therefore provides invaluable insight into the
minds of the GRE graders and creators. The guide has a good reputation because it can really prepare you for
the actual test. It consists of four complete real tests two in the book and two on the CD-ROM that comes with
it , several genuine questions, detailed descriptions of the verbal reasoning and quantitative reasoning content
areas, tips for answering each type of question, and an overview of the two types of analytic writing tasks that
is part of the test. You will learn the best practices that will help you secure a high score. The guide does not
supplement content with strategic advice and does not contain as many practice questions and additional
resources as some other guides.
Chapter 5 : GRE Test Dates (Official, Updated) â€¢ PrepScholar GRE
Materials (excluding the Official GRE Â® app) can be purchased through your ETS Account.. POWERPREP PLUS Â®
Online. The latest official GRE test preparation offering, POWERPREP PLUS Â® Online, gives you the experience of
taking the real, computer-delivered GRE General Test and more!

Chapter 6 : 9 Best GRE Test Prep Books & Reviews - Manhattan vs ETS Books
Best GRE prep books with GREPrepClub. Register today and find best GRE prep books, GRE resources, free GRE
material, book reviews and more! Welcome to the GRE Prep Club -the new and only GRE-focused community.

Chapter 7 : Best GRE Books - - MBA Crystal Ball
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Source: racedaydvl.com Paper-Based GRE Test Dates by Location. This year's general GRE test dates are taken from
the official ETS listing but are still subject to change, depending on conditions at the individual testing centers.

Chapter 8 : Review of GRE Official Guide by ETS | BrightLink Prep Lahore, Pakistan
The GRE General Test Featuring question types that closely reflect the kind of thinking you'll do in today's demanding
graduate-level programs, the GRE Â® General Test lets you show schools you are ready to succeed.

Chapter 9 : The Official Guides to the GRE General Test 3rd Ed - Review : General GRE Questions & Stra
The ScoreItNow! service allows you to write two essays on official GRE prompts (either on two Analyze an Issue topics,
two Analyze an Argument topics, or one of each) and get them scored by the official ETS e-rater software that grades
essays on the real GRE.
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